Should I stay or should I go?

How strong is the lure of the Tardis for Doctor Who companion Jenna Coleman?

Since she first appeared on Doctor Who there has always been a question mark hovering just a few feet above Jenna Coleman's mischievous smile and tumbling auburn tresses. In the preceding series it was all about the plot - who is she? Now anyone is asking: will she quit?

Over the summer, what started as muttering on fan sites and chat rooms grew until it became a national media story - Clara was off, probably before the Christmas special. Was it because she didn't like filming with Peter Capaldi? Had she been offered a movie deal? All these rumours were tinged with a sense of regret. Initially written off as a lightweight replacement to Amy Pond, played by Karen Gillan, she'd been scoffed at by diehards, irritated by her flirtation and quips. Now, she's grown - taking charge of Capaldi's 12th Doctor, facing down cyborgs and solving the puzzle of the injured Dalek.

When I catch up with her for Radio Times, I had to ask the burning question: are you leaving? Things seem to be going so well... Is it the potential on-screen love in her life - ex-soldier Danny Pink, played by fellow former Emmerdale actor Samuel Anderson?

She hedges a little. "Well, we do see her beginning to fall for Danny," she says cautiously. "The series shows her trying to balance this double life and trying to travel with the Doctor while also being a completely normal human being at home. We see the worried look in Clara. She says she'd travel with the Doctor but only if he drops her off back in the same stationary cupboard exactly to the minute that she left so she isn't missing any of her own life. It all becomes rather chaotic, as you can imagine, and that doesn't work at all - it becomes quite impossible!"

Certainly the leaving rumours can't have anything to do with her real-life working relationship with Peter Capaldi - whatever the on-screen floundering between Clara and the Doctor. "Peter and me work in a really similar way - we don't like to over-rehearse, we're always running lines off camera together, and we just really click," she bubbles enthusiastically. "Although it's been such a rocky road for Clara. This is a different Doctor - more alien. He really doesn't understand human emotions, which actually throws up quite a lot of comedy as well."

She cites the verbal jousting restaurant scene in the season opener Deep Breath - a much longer scene than in previous series. "A lot of the changes come from Peter - they're constantly..."
They were mobbed at airports by fans in fancy dress - or cosplay, as she corrects me. She stepped off the plane in South Korea to see thousands of fans wearing the Matt Smith fez. In Brazil, the screaming was raucous, with the audience shouting and throwing lines in as if they were part of the show. She was blown away.

"I've started writing a journal - which I've never done before - because there are so many things that I don't want to forget," she explains. "Right from a storyline with the Tardis on a cloud to having Prince Charles and Camilla on the Tardis, to travelling around the world with my parents and Peter's family, to these kids who are from the Starlight charity on the Tardis one day... this just such a really cool job."

The part seems to be a little meatiest series as well - she's stronger, making decisions, taking control, no? "It's more that you're finally getting to know her," insists Coleman. "Initially we couldn't know too much about her because the Doctor was trying to figure her out. Now we're exploring her school and home life. We're just getting to see a lot more of her."

This is the closest to being rock stars we are ever going to get...

And this Doctor is harder work," she laughs. "So she has to work a lot harder. She's the person who knows the Doctor best in the world at a stage where he doesn't know himself."

Last series, Clara could always rely on the Doctor when she was in danger. She could always take a step back because she knew she'd be caught. "With this guy, not so much," she explains. "If he decides to go and inspect a cliff, he might well jump off it..."

"The Doctor is always curious but this is a different kind of curiosity. I think it becomes an addiction - that's something we've started to explore a lot, actually. What happens when his addiction to knowledge, curiosity, exploring puts people in danger." She gives a satisfied beam. "That's our theme.

And does that mean the real Clara is from Blackpool, like Coleman? Her natural accent has been noticeably stronger this series... "Yeah," she laughs. "I think it's the Lancashire Clara that we're seeing more of now. Her roots are showing."

She sounds ridiculously happy. And why shouldn't she be? Having started acting at school in Blackpool her route through soaps and TV dramas like Titanic and Dancing on the Edge was healthy enough. But now she's a global megastar after Who's 50th anniversary story was shown simultaneously in 94 countries.

Her relationship with Game of Thrones actor Richard Madden is flourishing - she's been papped cuddling him recently and pottering around north London together - although she's not really talking about that today, sticking with a polite "Yes, thank you" when asked if things are going well. Indeed, if there's anything about her soaring fame that she's not so happy with, it has to be the photographers on her doorstep.

"It is weird isn't it?" she says softly. "I don't think it's something I'll ever get used to, being taken by surprise by someone with a camera, with a plastic bag in my hand having to be the grocer's... it's quite a strange sensation. But the benefits far outweigh the very few negatives."

She's yet to feel the Clara career uplift that's bound to come from casting directors' offices around the world - her role as Lydia in Death Comes to Pemberley last Christmas was thanks to her pre-Who role in Room at the Top. "I've been working too hard," she exclaims. "There's not even time for auditions or anything. I'm filmling till October."

"And when do you start on the next series?" I ask - a sly attempt to see if she'll reveal her presence or absence. But you don't get to travel with a Time Lord if you fall for tricks like that. "They start filming in January," she says inno-...